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Abstract—In this letter, we derive an algebraic set of equations that examines the relationships between the cell residence times and the handoff call’s channel holding time. When the cell residence times have an Erlang or Hyper–Erlang distribution, the channel holding times can be represented by a Coxian model. An algorithm is presented to compute the parameters of the equivalent Coxian model. The analytical models proposed in this letter provide a flexible framework for further studies into the optimization and performance evaluation aspects of teletraffic mobile systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

FUTURE Personal Communication Services (PCS) presents many challenging problems where it is necessary to consider the mobility of users in addition to traffic scenarios for the purpose of teletraffic performance analysis. One key characteristic of these systems is the channel holding time that allows one to determine important network design parameters such as the new call blocking probability and the hand-off call blocking probability.

Recently, Kobayashi et al. [5] found that the dwell times were log normally distributed from measurements of the GPS signals located on-board the vehicles (taxis). The vehicles’ velocity followed a truncated Gaussian distribution, and the handoff rate per call was inversely proportional to the length of the cells. With field data, Jedrzychki et al. [4] showed that a log normal distribution fitted the channel holding time for cellular systems better than the exponential distribution. The evidence motivates us to review the assumptions that are widely used in the literature.

The cell residence time or dwell time is defined as the duration of time the mobile user is communicating with the base-station (BS). Zonoozi et al. [6] used the Gamma distribution to model the cell residence time. Other researchers, Orlik et al. [3], suggested using the Sum of Hyperexponential distribution for the cell residence time. The characterization of the cell residence time as a nonexponential distribution proved to be timely. In contrast to wireline networks, the channel holding time depends on the mobility of the users. When a call is allocated a channel, it will occupy the channel until it is released either due to call completion or when the mobile user moves to another cell. Recently, Fang et al. [2] proposed a new mobility model called the Hyper–Erlang distribution model for cell residence time to approximate the log normal distribution of the channel holding time. In this letter, we have derived an algebraic set of equations that examines the relationships between the cell residence times and the handoff call’s channel holding time. It was found that when the cell residence times have an Erlang or Hyper–Erlang distribution, the channel holding times can be represented by a Coxian model. This work represents our ongoing research on a simplified analytic model for the application of performance evaluation and resource management of future mobile cellular systems.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Let \( t_k \) be the cell residence time, \( t_c \) the call holding time and \( \tau_k \) is the residual life time of the call holding time when the call completes the \( k \)th handoff successfully. The timing diagram model is given in Fang et al. [2]. The random variable denoting the handoff call’s channel holding time is \( t_{bh} = \min(t_k, \tau_k) \).

Let \( f^* (s) \) and \( f_{bh}^* (s) \) be the Laplace transform of the density functions of the random variables \( t_k \) and \( t_{bh} \), respectively. Their main result is embodied in the following theorem which is reproduced here.

Theorem 1: Given a PCS network with exponential call holding time \( \mu > 0 \) and Poisson new call arrival rate \( \lambda \). For this PCS network, the Laplace transform of the density function of the handoff call channel holding time distribution is given by

\[
\tilde{f}_{bh}^*(s) = \frac{\mu}{s + \mu} + \frac{s}{s + \mu} f^*(s + \mu),
\]

(1)

The determination of the handoff call channel holding time is related to the cell residence time through eqn. (1). Similarly, the new call channel holding time distribution can be related to the cell residence time distribution with the Residual Life Theorem. Without loss of generality, we will concentrate on the handoff call channel holding time distribution since the methodology is similar. Suppose the cell residence time is Erlang-distributed\(^1\) with parameters \((m, \eta)\) where \( \eta > 0 \) and \( m \) is a positive integer. The Laplace transform of density function of the handoff call channel holding time is given by

\[
\tilde{f}_{bh}^*(s) = \frac{\mu}{s + \mu} + \frac{s}{s + \mu} \left( \frac{m \eta}{s + \mu + m \eta} \right)^m.
\]

(2)

\(^1\)Laplace transform of the Erlang density function is \( f^*(s) = (m \eta/s + m \eta)^m \).
III. MAIN RESULTS

The rational polynomial in eqn. (2), expressed as \( f_{hh}^{\mu}(s) = N(s)/D(s) \), is the focus here. The following lemma provides insight to the link between the Coxian model for the handoff call channel holding time and the Erlang distribution for the cell residence time.

**Lemma:** For any positive integer \( m = 1, 2, \ldots \), with \( \eta > 0 \) and \( \mu > 0 \), the Laplace transform of the handoff call channel holding time \( f_{hh}^{\mu}(s) \) can be expressed as,

\[
N(s) = \frac{N(s)}{(s + m\eta + \mu)^m}
\]

(3)

where \( N(s) \) is a \((m-1)th \) order polynomial.

\[
N(s) = a_{m-1}s^{m-1} + a_{m-2}s^{m-2} + \cdots + a_1s + a_0.
\]

(4)

**Proof:** For this lemma, we expand eqn. (2),

\[
f_{hh}^{\mu}(s) = \frac{\mu(s + \mu + m\eta)^m + s(m\eta)^m}{(s + \mu)(s + \mu + m\eta)^m}
\]

(5)

In order to prove (3), firstly we need to show that there is a pole-zero cancellation of \((s + \mu)\). For ease of visualization, we concentrate on the numerator and substitute the following variables \( s' = s + \mu, \) and \( m\eta = \gamma \).

\[
N'(s) = \mu(s + \mu + m\eta)^m + s(m\eta)^m = \mu(s' + \gamma)^m + s(\gamma)^m
\]

\[
= s\gamma^m + \mu \sum_{i=0}^{m} \binom{m}{i} s'^i \gamma^{m-i}.
\]

Here, we introduce the notation for the binomial coefficients \( B_{m,i} = \binom{m}{i} \). Using the fact that \( B_{m,0} = 1 \) and rearranging the terms, we have

\[
N'(s) = s'\gamma^m + \mu \sum_{i=1}^{m} B_{m,i} s'^i \gamma^{m-i}.
\]

Therefore \( N'(s) \) contains a common factor \( s' = (s + \mu) \), which will cancel the pole. Next, we need to show that \( N'(s) \) is not divisible by \((s + m\eta + \mu)\). Similarly, we let \( s' = (s + \mu + m\eta) \).

\[
N'(s) = \mu(s + \mu + m\eta)^m + s(m\eta)^m
\]

\[
= \mu s^m + (s' - \mu - m\eta)(mn)^m
\]

\[
= \mu s^m + (mn)^m s' - (\mu + mn)(mn)^m.
\]

Since \( mn > 0 \) and \( \mu > 0 \), we have that \( N'(s) \) does not contain the root \(-(\mu + mn)\). Therefore, \( N(s) \) will be the numerator polynomial of order \((m-1)\). \( D(s) \) contains \( m \) multiple roots at location \(-\mu - mn\).

In the following, we seek to obtain an expression for the coefficients in eqn. (4). From the mathematical equation above,

\[
N(s) = \gamma^m + \mu \sum_{i=1}^{m} B_{mi}(s + \mu)^{i-1}\gamma^{m-i}
\]

\[
= \gamma^m + \mu \sum_{i=1}^{m} B_{mi} \gamma^{m-i} \sum_{k=0}^{i-1} B_{i-1,k} s^k \mu^{i-1-k}
\]

\[
= \gamma^m + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{k=0}^{i-1} B_{mi} B_{i-1,k} \gamma^{m-i} \mu^{i-1-k} s^k
\]

\[
= \gamma^m + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{k=0}^{i-1} a_{i,k} s^k
\]

(5)

with \( a_{i,k} = B_{mi} B_{i-1,k} \gamma^{m-i} \mu^{i-k} \). Also note that,

\[
N(s) = \gamma^m + \sum_{k=0}^{m-1} s^k \left( \sum_{j=k+1}^{m} a_{j,k} \right).
\]

(6)

A minor computational effort is required to calculate the coefficients \( a_{i,k} \). However, it is obvious that these coefficients can be further simplified and their values will depend on \( \mu \) and \( \gamma = m\eta \). By relating eqn. (6) with the coefficients of the numerator polynomial \( N(s) \) in (4) we have,

\[
a_0 = (mn)^m + \sum_{j=1}^{m} a_{j,0} \]

(7)

\[
a_k = \sum_{j=k+1}^{m} a_{j,k} \]

(8)

for \( k = 1, \ldots, m-1 \).

The results indicate \( m \) multiple poles for the rational polynomial of the handoff call channel holding time distribution. This is extremely convenient, as we can use the partial fraction result [7].

\[
f_{hh}^{\mu}(s) = \frac{B_1}{(s + m\eta + \mu)^m} + \frac{B_2}{(s + m\eta + \mu)^{m-1}} + \cdots
\]

\[
+ \frac{B_m}{(s + m\eta + \mu)}
\]

(9)

where

\[
B_j = \frac{1}{(j-1)!} \left. \frac{\partial^{j-1}}{\partial s^{j-1}} [N(s)] \right|_{s=-(m\eta+\mu)}
\]

(10)

for \( j = 1, \ldots, m \).

Next, we relate \( B_1, \ldots, B_m \) with the coefficients \( a_0, \ldots, a_{m-1} \) of the numerator polynomial \( N(s) \). By recursively differentiating (10), it is not too difficult to show that the relationship is governed by the equation as shown at the bottom of the page, or rewritten in the matrix-vector form with the substitution \( s = -(\mu + mn) \).

\[
\mathbf{B} = \mathbf{Sa}.
\]

(11)

Notice that the matrix \( \mathbf{S} \) is invertible with a determinant of 1. The upper triangular form of the matrix allows us to relate the \( \mathbf{a} \) and \( \mathbf{B} \) vectors uniquely without the need for matrix inversion.

**Theorem 2:** When the cell residence time is Erlang distributed with parameter \((m, \eta)\), the handoff call channel
holding time distribution can be represented as a Coxian server with the following Laplace transform:

$$f_{ih}^*(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_1 \beta_2 \cdots \beta_{i} \alpha_{i+1} \left( \frac{\mu + m \eta}{s + \mu + m \eta} \right)^{i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

where $\beta_i + \alpha_i = 1$, for $i = 1, \cdots, m$.

Proof: By relating the same powers of the rational polynomials (9) and the related coefficients (12), we have by defining $B_j = A_{m-j+1}$:

$$A_j = \beta_1 \beta_2 \cdots \beta_{j} \alpha_{j+1} (\mu + m \eta)^{j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

for $j = 1, \cdots, m$.

Note that $\alpha_{m+1} = 1$, and $\beta_1 = 1$ since $\alpha_1 = 0$. Therefore the unknowns, $\beta_1, \cdots, \beta_m$ can be solved recursively given the coefficients $A_j$. A Coxian server\(^2\) which consists of $m$ exponential stages with service rate of $\mu + m \eta$ can be used to represent eqn. (12). The parameters $\beta_i$ can be precomputed without any difficulty. Furthermore, the advantage with this form is that one can obtain directly the inverse Laplace transform of the handoff call holding time distribution given the coefficients in (9).

IV. DISCUSSION

The proposed Coxian model allows us to calculate the coefficients through the computational equations without resorting to partial fraction expansion. The inversion of the resulting Laplace transform to the density function is straightforward. With this approach, we maintain that no compromise was made on making the modeling more difficult to fit a distribution from field data. The parameters the user requires to fit the distribution are still the size $m$ of the Erlang distribution, the parameter $\mu$ and $\eta$. With the specification of these parameters for the Erlang distribution of the cell residence times, the other coefficients can be calculated. Our results directly carry forward to the Hyper–Erlang cell residence distribution. In this case, the handoff call's channel holding time distribution is separable in the $s$-domain. Therefore, our Coxian model consists of parallel branches.

$$f_{ih}^*(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \zeta_i \left[ \frac{\mu}{s + \mu} + \frac{s}{s + \mu} \left( \frac{m \eta}{s + \mu + m \eta} \right)^{m_i} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)$$

with the constraint, $\sum_{i=1}^{M} \zeta_i = 1$. It is conceivable to reduce the complexity of this parallel model. In fact, Cox [1] has shown that with his general model that no further generality can be introduced with feedback and feedforward concept. It is envisaged that we can further decompose the Coxian model which is useful for teletraffic performance studies.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this letter, we derive an algebraic set of equations that examines the relationships between the cell residence times and the handoff call’s channel holding time. When the cell residence times has an Erlang or Hyper–Erlang distribution, the channel holding times can be represented by a Coxian model. An algorithm is presented to compute the parameters of the equivalent Coxian model. The set of equations allows the determination of the Coxian parameters to be computed easily without matrix inversion. We argue that the Coxian model provides a more flexible framework to study the nonexponential distribution of channel holding time. It is intuitively appealing since it is scalable and becomes a viable framework for further studies into the teletraffic aspects of mobile networks. Our future work would be to study the Coxian model for real-time control of the channel resources or to calculate the appropriate parameters for the dimensioning of mobile networks.
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\[
\begin{bmatrix}
B_1 \\
B_2 \\
B_3 \\
\vdots \\
B_m
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
B_{m-1, 0} s^{m-1} & B_{m-2, 0} s^{m-1} & \cdots & B_{3, 0} s^2 & B_{2, 0} s & B_{1, 0} s & 1 \\
B_{m-1, 1} s^{m-2} & B_{m-2, 1} s^{m-2} & \cdots & B_{3, 1} s & B_{2, 1} s & B_{1, 1} s & 1 \\
B_{m-1, 2} s^{m-3} & B_{m-2, 2} s^{m-3} & \cdots & B_{3, 2} s & B_{2, 2} s & B_{1, 2} s & 1 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \cdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
B_{m-1, m-2} s & B_{m-2, m-2} s & \cdots & B_{3, m-2} s & B_{2, m-2} s & B_{1, m-2} s & 1
\end{bmatrix} 
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha_{m-1} \\
\alpha_{m-2} \\
\alpha_{m-3} \\
\vdots \\
\alpha_0
\end{bmatrix}
\]